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Abstract
The skin is a major exposure route for many potentially toxic chemicals. It is, therefore, important 
to be able to predict the permeability of compounds through skin under a variety of conditions. 
Available skin permeability databases are often limited in scope and not conducive to developing 
effective models. This sparseness and ambiguity of available data prompted the use of fuzzy set 
theory to model and predict skin permeability. Using a previously published database containing 
140 compounds, a rule-based Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy model is shown to predict skin permeability of 
compounds using octanol-water partition coefficient, molecular weight, and temperature as inputs. 
Model performance was estimated using a cross-validation approach. In addition, 10 data points 
were removed prior to model development for additional testing with new data. The fuzzy model 
is compared to a regression model for the same inputs using both R2 and root mean square error 
measures. The quality of the fuzzy model is also compared with previously published models. The 
statistical analysis demonstrates that the fuzzy model performs better than the regression model 
with identical data and validation protocols. The prediction quality for this model is similar to oth-
ers that were published. The fuzzy model provides insights on the relationships between lipophilic-
ity, molecular weight, and temperature on percutaneous penetration. This model can be used as a 
tool for rapid determination of initial estimates of skin permeability. 
Keywords: fuzzy modeling, skin permeability, dermal toxicology, cross-validation 
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Introduction 
The penetration of chemicals through skin is a major source of absorption for numerous 
classes of compounds encountered occupationally (1), in consumer products (2), and in 
the water supply (3). The ability to predict skin permeability is important for the assess-
ment of toxicity following topical exposure. 
One approach to modeling transdermal absorption is to describe the system by adapt-
ing existing mass-transfer equations (4–6). The functional model, however, is very com-
plex; therefore, a multiple regression approach to estimate relationships between phys-
ical properties and percutaneous penetration has often been utilized (7–9). Clustering 
techniques, in which a chemical database is subdivided into subgroups or clusters and 
equations are developed for each of the groups, have also been used to describe skin per-
meability (10,11). In these studies, however, the clusters were crisp, i.e., each data point 
belonged entirely to one group. Fuzzy modeling allows each data point to have vary-
ing degrees of membership in different clusters. Pannier et al. (12) concluded that a rule-
based fuzzy modeling approach is realistic and promising by comparing results from 
their model to regression analysis done by Potts and Guy (7,8), Abraham and coworkers 
(13), and Flynn (5). 
The quality of data-driven models is largely dependent on the completeness of the 
database available for training and subsequent validation. This is a problem in the area 
of skin permeability, where databases are usually small. A typical approach would be 
to divide the data into training and testing sets. However, most current empirical mod-
els have used all the data in a single training set and based the quality of the model on 
this analysis. With a small dataset, it would be ideal to use all the data available for 
training, but at the same time be able to test and validate the model. Cross-validation, 
a method to test model performance by resampling the available data, can be used for 
this purpose (14). 
The databases used in previously published models often differ in the types and 
ranges of the parameters included. As such, combining these data sources is problematic 
because of inherent inconsistencies in the experimental conditions. Vecchia and Bunge 
(15) addressed this by providing a database that overcomes some of the problems asso-
ciated with diverse data sources. They compiled information on the permeability of over 
140 compounds. Each data point was validated, and information about experimental con-
ditions was recorded. This expanded database provides a means by which to examine the 
hypothesis that a rule-based fuzzy model, combined with cross-validation sampling, will 
result in a more effective predictor of skin permeability than the corresponding regression 
analysis. Molecular weight (MW) and octanol-water partition coefficient (Log Kow) were 
selected as inputs based on their availability within the database and their demonstrated 
importance in influencing dermal penetration (7,11). Temperature was also included as a 
confounding factor, because it was available for each data point, and it is known to influ-
ence transdermal absorption (15–18). 
The objectives of this study were to develop a Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy model to pre-
dict skin permeability from MW, Log Kow, and temperature using a cross- validation 
approach; compare model performance with a regression model on the same data and 
previously published models; and interpret the model to obtain information on the 
system. 
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Fuzzy Set Theory and Modeling 
Systems and phenomena to be modeled are typically complex, arising from uncertainty in 
the form of ambiguity. This uncertainty is usually assumed to be random in nature, and 
probability theory is used to describe it. However, it can be argued that the uncertainty re-
lated to complex systems and phenomena is not entirely random (19). Hence, a probabilis-
tic approach would fail to capture the nonrandom uncertainty. Fuzzy set theory provides a 
means by which to represent this ambiguity through possibility rather than probability (20). 
In the context of skin permeability, potential sources of uncertainty include inadequate un-
derstanding of the system, experimental procedures, and data collection protocols. 
Unlike classical set theory where objects have complete or zero membership in a set, 
fuzzy set theory allows for partial memberships in multiple sets. Lofti Zadeh introduced 
the idea of a fuzzy set and defined it as a class with a continuum of grades of membership 
(21). For instance, a group of people exactly 6 ft tall would comprise a crisp set, with each 
person having complete membership in the set. However, a group of people around 6 ft 
tall would comprise a fuzzy set, with each person having different degrees of member-
ship (complete or partial) in the set. Membership functions are used to describe the ambi-
guity associated with a fuzzy set. For a crisp set, these functions are constant for all mem-
bers. For a fuzzy set, membership functions are shaped based on degree of belongingness 
of each point in the data space. Fuzzy membership functions can be obtained through 
several means, including intuition, neural networks, genetic algorithms, clustering, and 
soft partitioning (19). 
Clustering partitions data and develops rules for the fuzzy model. This involves divid-
ing data points into homogeneous clusters so that items in the same group are as similar 
as possible and items not in that group are as dissimilar as possible. Clustering can also 
be thought of as a form of data compression, where a large number of samples are con-
verted into a small number of representative prototypes. In nonfuzzy systems, the data 
space is divided into crisp clusters, where each data point belongs to exactly one group. 
In a fuzzy system, however, the data points can belong to more than one cluster, and as-
sociated with each of the points are membership grades that indicate the degree to which 
the data points belong to the different clusters. Babuska (22) provides a description of 
various clustering methods that can be used. Once data clustering is accomplished, rules 
are developed for each group. The output from each rule is a crisp linear function. The fi-
nal predicted value is a weighted average of the outputs from each rule. Weights for indi-
vidual rules are determined by the membership of input values to each cluster. 
Methods 
The methods used in this work are set forth to predict the skin permeabilities of com-
pounds using octanol-water partition coefficient, molecular weight, and temperature as 
inputs. This work entails the use of the Vecchia and Bunge database to develop fuzzy 
rule-based models and regression models. As such, the detailed procedures include the 
use of the data, the development of the fuzzy clusters and subsequent rules (fuzzy model 
development), the procedures for the regression models, the model validation strate-
gies, the measures of model performance, and the eliciting of information from the fuzzy 
model. 
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Database 
A dataset of 140 compounds was obtained from the Vecchia and Bunge database (15). 
Ten compounds were randomly selected and set aside to mimic new data for addi-
tional model testing. The database contained information on the permeability of over 
140 compounds. Each of the data points was validated, and information about the set-
ting and environmental conditions associated with the evaluations was recorded. The 
dataset contained compounds with MWs ranging from 32 to 585 Daltons, Log Kow rang-
ing from –3.1 to 4.34, reported temperatures ranging from 22 to 39 °C, and Log Kp rang-
ing from –5.5 to –0.08. The Vecchia and Bunge database consists of compounds from 
various studies that utilized the following human skin types: isolated stratum corneum, 
epidermal membranes, and split and full-thickness skin (15). However, the database 
does not report the location from which skin samples were obtained. It has been re-
ported that there are regional variations in transdermal absorption (23). Although skin 
type and location were not considered as inputs in the model, their effects on skin per-
meability are considered a source of ambiguity that prompts the need for fuzzy set the-
ory as a modeling tool. 
Fuzzy Model Development 
Subtractive clustering was used to develop the fuzzy models. This method iteratively 
assumes each data point to be a possible cluster center and calculates the potential of 
each datum to define the midpoint based on the density of surrounding data. Based 
on optimization of distance measures, the routine first selects the data point with the 
highest potential to be the first cluster center. It then removes all data points in the vi-
cinity of the first cluster center in order to determine the next data cluster and the lo-
cation of its center. The routine iterates on this process until predefined stopping cri-
teria are met. A detailed description of the subtractive clustering routine is described 
by Chiu (24). Rules were developed and optimized for each cluster. The optimization 
was done using the Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System (25) as implemented in 
the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox within MATLAB (Version 6.1, Release 12.1, Mathworks, Inc., 
2000). The code to produce these models and implement the validation approach is 
shown in Figure 1. 
Regression Model Development 
A linear regression model was developed to predict the skin permeability of a compound 
as a function of octanol-water partition coefficient, molecular weight, and temperature. 
This was done to enable comparison of two inherently different types of modeling scheme 
utilizing the same data and validation approach. 
Validation Approach 
The leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation approach (14) is an extension of the K-fold ap-
proach (26). Both approaches are resampling methods that maximize the use of available 
data. K-folding involves the division of the dataset into several (K) subsets. Each time a 
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model is developed using the dataset, one of the subsets is set aside to test the model. This 
is repeated until each subset is used for testing. For a dataset of size N, the LOO approach 
develops N number of models. During each trial, one datum is omitted, and a model is 
Figure 1. MATLAB code used to produce Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy models and implement the Leave-
one-out (LOO) cross-validation procedure. 
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generated using N – 1 data points. The process is repeated until each datum has been 
used as a testing point once. The prediction errors from test cases are pooled and used to 
cross-validate the model. The advantage with using the LOO approach is that it utilizes 
all of the data and avoids difficulties associated with traditional data splitting, such as in-
adequate homogeneity between training and validation samples and sample size dilution 
(14). Figure 2 illustrates how the dataset was utilized in this study for model development 
and validation. This validation approach was employed for both the fuzzy model and the 
linear regression model. 
Measures of Model Performance 
Model performance is determined in the same manner for the fuzzy rule-based model 
and the regression model. Each model was evaluated using three different measures of 
root mean square error (RMSE) and three different R2 (square of correlation coefficient) 
measures. Each of the measures of model performance corresponds to each collection of 
data shown in Figure 2. The description of each follows: 
Figure 2. Utilization of data for model development and validation. 
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• Training-RMSE: This calculates the average square root of the sum of squared errors as-
sociated with the training data set. 
• LOO-RMSE: This calculates the average square root of the sum of squared errors during 
the LOO cross-validation procedure. This sum of squares from the LOO procedure is 
also referred to as a predicted residual sum of squares statistic (14). 
• New Data-RMSE: This calculates the average square root of the sum of squared errors 
for a new dataset. 
• Training-R2: This is a correlation of predicted vs. actual values for the entire data- set. 
• LOO-R2: This is correlation of predicted vs. actual during cross-validation by pooling 
omitted test cases from all the trials. 
• New Data-R2: This is a correlation of prediction vs. actual values for new test data. 
Eliciting Information from the Fuzzy Model 
The rules for the fuzzy model were developed based on the clustering of the data space 
and can be interpreted to reveal the nature of the relationships between the inputs and 
the output and even some information about the system. The fuzzy model developed us-
ing MATLAB includes a graphic user interface (GUI), where Log Kp can be determined 
by setting the rules at a particular set of inputs. The GUI was used to conduct a sensitiv-
ity analysis of the model with respect to the inputs. The data collected refer to model pre-
dicted values of Log Kp in the following input scenarios: 
• Three temperatures: 25 °C, 32 °C, and 37 °C, representing the most frequently reported 
temperature values in the original database and the locations of the cluster centers in 
the temperature domain 
• Six Log Kow: –1, 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, representing a range from hydrophilic to lipophilic 
compounds 
• Six values of molecular weight: 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 Daltons 
Results 
Description of Fuzzy Model 
The inputs to the model were Log Kow, MW, and temperature. The output is Log Kp. The 
rule structure of the model is shown in Figure 3. There are seven rules in the model, and 
each row of membership functions represents a rule that describes the cluster in each of 
the input dimensions and the corresponding relationship to the output space. Figure 3 
shows the model predicting a Log Kp of –2.66 for a compound that has a Log Kow of 1.25 
and a MW of 200 at a temperature of 32 °C. Gaussian functions are used to describe the 
membership profile for each input parameter. There are two sets of parameters associated 
with each Gaussian membership function: a center and a standard deviation. The output 
is a linear function localized for each cluster, which uses fuzzy inputs to calculate a crisp 
output. The weighted average of the outputs from each rule is the final Log Kp predicted 
by the model. Each localized linear function has four parameters associated with it that 
are optimized during model development. 
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Description of Regression Model 
The regression model was a simple linear model. The coefficients resulted in the follow-
ing expression: 
Log Kp = a · Log Kow + b · MW + c · T  + d
where a = 0.55743; b = –0.00589; c = 0.07434; and d = –4.63779. 
Evaluating Model Performance 
The six previously described measures of model performance were calculated and are 
presented in Table 1. A low RMSE and a high R2 are indicative of a model that performs 
well with new data. The fuzzy model had a LOO-RMSE of 0.64 and a LOO-R2 of 0.74. The 
regression model had a LOO-RMSE of 0.82 and a LOO-R2 of 0.60. These indicate that the 
fuzzy model is better for predicting new values. To further validate this claim, a data-
set of 10 new compounds was introduced and evaluated using the fuzzy and regression 
model. New data-RMSE and New data-R2 measures were calculated for each model. The 
fuzzy model had a New data-RMSE of 0.50 and a New data-R2 of 0.79. The corresponding 
values for the regression model were 0.72 and 0.50. For the fuzzy model, the New data-
R2 was reasonably close to the LOO-R2 estimate. This indicates that there is no overfitting 
of the data used to develop the model. Additional comparisons between the two mod-
Figure 3. Rule structure of the developed fuzzy model consisting of three input parameters and 
seven rules. 
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els were made using the Training-RMSE and the Training-R2 obtained by evaluating the 
models using the entire dataset. The results from training statistics once again suggest the 
superiority of the fuzzy model. These results indicate that the fuzzy model will perform 
better in predicting skin permeability coefficients for new data. 
Interpretation of the Rule-Based Fuzzy Model 
A sensibility analysis of the model was performed to assess the influence of the inputs 
in predicting skin permeability coefficients. The rules were used to collect Log Kp values 
predicted by the model at different combinations of inputs (shown in Table 2). Figure 4 
shows the effects of MW at 25, 32, and 37 °C. Skin permeability is observed to have a neg-
Table 1. RMSE and R2 measures to compare fuzzy and regression models 
Measure                                                Fuzzy model                                                Regression model 
Training R2  0.88  0.64 
LOO R2  0.74  0.60 
New data R2  0.79  0.50 
Training RMSE  0.42  0.73 
LOO RMSE  0.64  0.82 
New data RMSE  0.50  0.72 
Table 2. Data collected during sensitivity analysis of rules 
                                                                              Molecular weight 
Log Kow         50                    100                200                 300                400                    500      Temperature 
 –1  –3.32  –3.58  –4.22  –5.93  –7.02  –6.53  25 
 0  –2.98  –3.19  –3.89  –5.84  –6.30  –5.73  25 
 1  –2.60  –2.72  –3.52  –5.47  –5.54 –4.94  25 
 2  –2.01  –1.85  –2.36  –4.42  –4.69  –4.13  25 
 3  –1.52  –1.27  –1.69  –3.61  –3.88  –3.33  25 
 4  –1.26  –1.04  –1.76  –3.24  –3.14  –2.54  25 
 –1  –4.93  –4.62  –5.00  –5.46  –5.72  –5.29  32 
 0  –3.37  –3.53  –3.85  –4.32  –4.67  –4.30  32 
 1  –2.07  –2.26  –2.80  –3.63  –3.91  –3.72  32 
 2  –0.95  –1.38  –2.53  –3.41  –3.75  –4.16  32 
 3  –0.44  –0.96  –2.15  –3.05  –4.03  –5.19  32 
 4  0.02  –0.54  –1.73  –2.82  –4.28  –5.50  32 
 –1  –4.73  –4.82  –5.17  –6.15  –6.18  –5.63  37 
 0  –3.60  –3.73  –4.16  –5.07  –5.04  –4.48  37 
 1  –1.56  –1.91  –2.80  –3.98  –3.92  –3.39  37 
 2  –0.43  –0.97  –2.10  –3.18  –2.98  –2.53  37 
 3  0.02  –0.54  –1.66  –2.62  –2.33  –2.00  37 
 4  0.43  –0.12  –1.24  –2.07  –1.69  –1.42  37 
Black values represent the inputs; red numbers show predicted Log Kp values. 
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ative correlation with MW in general. The drop in Log Kp seems to be greater between 
MWs of 100 to 300. For lower and higher MW compounds, the Log Kp seems to level off. 
The only exception is for compounds with high lipophilicity at 32 °C. In this case, the 
negative correlation between MW and Log Kow occurs at all molecular weights. Figure 5 
shows the effects of Kow at 25, 32, and 37 °C, respectively, for different values of MW. Skin 
permeability is observed to have a positive correlation with Log Kow in general. The ex-
ception is at 32 °C, where the correlation between Log Kow and temperature is negative 
for high lipophilicity. Data collected during sensitivity analysis show that there is an ef-
fect of temperature on Log Kp. For lipophilic compounds, skin permeability has a positive 
correlation with temperature. For low molecular weight hydrophilic compounds, pene-
tration actually decreases as temperature increases. 
Figure 4. Effect of molecular weight on Log Kp at (a) 25 °C, (b) 32 °C, and (c) 37 °C. Data are divided 
by log Kow: –1(■), 0 (♦), 1 (Δ), 2 (▼), 3 (×), and 4 (□). 
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Discussion 
The prevalence of dermal absorption as a source of potentially toxic compounds warrants 
the developments of methods to predict penetration under a variety of exposure condi-
tions. Efforts in this area have been hampered by limited and inconsistent data. The Vec-
chia and Bunge database attempts to unify available data by validating each point and 
providing information on experimental conditions. Fuzzy set theory was used as a means 
to control for both limited availability of data and variability within the dataset. The qual-
ity of the model was determined by correlating predicted outputs to actual values using 
both RMSE and R2 statistics. Both statistics indicate that the fuzzy model is more accurate 
than the regression model. Furthermore, the interactions between molecular weight, lipo-
Figure 5. Effect of Log Kow on Log Kp at (a) 25 °C, (b) 32 °C, and (c) 37 °C. Data are divided by MW: 
50 (■), 100 (♦), 200(Δ), 300 (▼), 400 (×), and 500 (□). 
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philicity, and temperature on transdermal penetration could be elucidated using the rules 
developed by the model. 
In order to determine whether a modeling technique is valuable, it is necessary to 
compare the quality of its output to other techniques using the same data. Model per-
formance was assessed using a cross-validation LOO approach. Cross-validation enables 
true model performance with new data to be estimated without sacrificing a portion of 
the data for testing. Results in Table 1 indicate that the fuzzy model is better than the re-
gression model for the same dataset and validation strategy. The superiority of the fuzzy 
model over the regression model is clear for both cross-validated and completely new 
data. This differential, therefore, becomes particularly important when using the model to 
predict the absorption of compounds that are not present in available databases. 
It is also important to examine the quality of the model with data that were not used 
in its development. Most studies using data-based models to predict transdermal absorp-
tion do not perform this analysis. Table 3 compares the results of the developed model 
to previously published models. The training-R2 estimate of the fuzzy model compares 
well with those of previously published models. In most published models that predict 
skin permeability, all of the data are used to create the model, leaving the R2 estimate to 
correlate only the training data. While this provides an idea of model fitness, it does not, 
however, give sufficient information on performance with entirely new data. The LOO-
RMSE and LOO-R2 presented in this study achieve this objective and demonstrate that 
the model quality is not significantly reduced when new data are applied. 
Studying the rules enabled examination of the interactions between molecular weight, 
lipophilicity, and temperature on skin permeability of compounds. The model predicts 
an inverse correlation between molecular weight and penetration. This relationship was 
previously observed by multiple investigators (7,9,12,13). Magnusson et al. propose that 
molecular weight is actually the single most important factor in determining percutane-
ous absorption (27). The fuzzy model predicted a plateau in transdermal penetration for 
Table 3. Comparison of results with previously published models 
Ref.        Dataset used                    Size    Type      Inputs                             Training R2    LOO R2 
 —  Vecchia and Bunge*  130  F  Log Kow, MW, T  0.88  0.74 
 11  Flynn  93  F  Log Kow, MW  0.83  — 
 11  Potts and Guy  37  F  Log Kow, Hd  0.97  — 
 11  Abraham  53  F  MW, Hd  0.96  — 
 2  Flynn  93  R  Log Kow, MW  0.67  — 
 2  Potts and Guy  37  R  Log Kow, MW, Log Do/p  0.84  — 
 2  Scheuplein and Blank  23  R  Log Kow, MW, Log Do/p  0.90  — 
 4  Kirchner/Flynn  65  R  Log Kow, MW  0.85  — 
 4  Kirchner/Flynn  39  R  Log Kow, MW  0.91  — 
 —  Abraham**  53  R  Log Kow, MW, pi, Ha, Hd  0.77  — 
* Model presented in this paper. 
** Model developed by authors during analysis of results. 
F refers to fuzzy model; R refers to regression model; Hd is the hydrogen bond donor activity; Ha 
is the hydrogen bond acceptor activity; Do is the molecular diffusivity; and p is the diffusion path 
length. Column 1 cites the specific article in the References. 
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chemicals with molecular weights between 300 and 500. While somewhat surprising, it is 
consistent with the work of Mitragotri (28), who modeled skin permeability based on the 
different permeation pathway and found exponential decays as a function of size, which 
results in a penetration plateau. 
The fuzzy model also predicts that increasing lipophilicity correlates with higher 
transdermal penetration, which is consistent with other works (7,29). Overall, for lipo-
philic compounds, the model predicted a positive correlation between temperature and 
Log Kp. The permeability coefficient becomes greater as the temperature increases from 
room to body temperature for the lipophilic compounds. The relationship between in-
creasing temperature and greater transdermal penetration has been studied for a num-
ber of chemicals, including parathion (30), chloroform (31), trichloroethylene and tetra-
chloroethylene (32), VX (33), methyl paraben and butyl paraben (16), and sodium laurel 
sulfate (34). Each of these chemicals is lipophilic with a Log Kow ranging from 1.5 for 
chloroform to 3.7 for parathion. There are two likely mechanisms by which this could 
occur. The first is that increasing the temperature raises the solubility of the chemical in 
the donor solution, leading to a higher donor concentration, which according to Fick’s 
law would cause increased transdermal absorption. The second mechanism involves a 
direct effect on skin lipids. An increase in temperature from 22 °C to 37 °C would be ex-
pected to cause an increase in lipid fluidization, even though there is not a differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC)-measured lipid transition point until approximately 40 °C 
(35). This increase in fluidization would, therefore, be expected to impact absorption for 
hydrophobic chemicals. 
The fuzzy model also suggests that the penetration of hydrophilic compounds is not 
strongly influenced by temperature and actually decreases at low molecular weights. It 
was reported that increasing the temperature from 30 to 37 °C did not significantly in-
crease the transdermal penetration of caffeine, a hydrophilic chemical with a log Kow 
of –0.07 (16). This observed independence of temperature on the permeability of hy-
drophilic species is also consistent with the solubility theory described above in that 
the concentration of hydrophilic chemicals in the donor solution is less likely to change 
with increasing temperature than their hydrophobic counterparts. However, it may also 
reflect the differences in penetration pathways used by hydrophilic and lipophilic com-
pounds. Lipophilic chemicals will partition directly through the lipid bilayers of the 
stratum corneum during dermal penetration. Hydrophilic molecules, however, are less 
likely to move directly through these bilayers and have been proposed to penetrate via 
an aqueous pathway. While there is no experimental evidence to support the presence 
of this pathway, theoretically, these molecules would penetrate closer to the polar head 
groups, areas close to the more hydrophilic corneocytes (36) or through imperfections 
in the lipid bilayer (28). 
The data-driven models have a limited range for the inputs being used due to the na-
ture of existing datasets. This highlights the need for a generalized skin permeability 
model for a greater range of inputs for which data are unavailable. In this regard, a log-
ical step is to move toward non-data-driven models to predict skin permeability. An ex-
ample of this would be a Mamdani-type fuzzy model. In the Mamdani modeling scheme, 
membership functions and rules are manually developed using knowledge acquired from 
different sources. These sources could include previous models, skin permeability litera-
ture, and expert opinion. 
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Nonetheless, this study presents a cross-validated data-driven fuzzy rule-based skin 
permeability model with measures of model performance. Results indicate the fuzzy 
model is better than the regression model in predicting skin permeability and is compa-
rable to previously published models. The rules of the model were subsequently inter-
preted so as to identify trends in the interaction and effect of inputs. Certain trends such 
as the plateau effect for low-and high-MW compounds need to be further investigated 
to determine if they are representative of the system. This model can be used as a tool to 
rapidly determine initial estimates of skin permeability coefficient to determine the po-
tential for transdermal drug delivery and toxicity. 
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